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Introduction

Winshuttle Query Features

 Extract live SAP data to Excel

 Operational and Ad-hoc reporting

 Data extract for mass maintenance

 Secure user generated queries

 Minimal impact on SAP performance

 Combine with Winshuttle Transaction for 

fully automated round trip data updates
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Introduction

Query vs Transaction

Winshuttle Transaction

 Simple, unconditional ”Read from SAP”

 Available data depends on the SAP transaction

 Always requires at least one input 

f.ex. Material Number

Example: Read the current contents of all material basic data 

fields for the material numbers provided (in Excel).
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Introduction

Query vs Transaction

Winshuttle Query

 Powerful conditional searches using logical operators

 Can query SAP tables, infosets or logical databases

 Multi-table queries and query linking

 No specific input requirements

Example: Read material details for all the materials between

’ADS0000’ and ’ADS9999’ , which were created in 2015 and 

where the material description contains the word ’equipment’ 

and the material gross weight is less than 100 Kg.
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Introduction

What’s New in Version 11

 Winshuttle Studio 11

 Single program, single add-in, single installer

 Familiar Microsoft Office –style ribbon interface

 Live embedded Microsoft Excel worksheet

 No administrator options layer

 No restrictions on the number of tables and joins
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Creating a Query Script
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Creating a Query Script

Getting Started
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To begin building a new query,  launch Winshuttle Studio 11 and select:

New  Query  Create From Tables



Creating a Query Script

 Recommended creation method:

“Create from Tables “

 Queries can also be created from Infosets

or Logical Databases

 Or from a recording

Query Creation Methods
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Creating a Query Script

Connecting to SAP
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Select the SAP system

Fill in your SAP user name 

and password. Check the 

client number and language 

key and modify if needed.

Press Log on to SAP to 

continue.



Creating a Query Script

Connecting to SAP
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The default data type is Excel. 

(Access, Text and XML Forms 

available as alternative data 

types.)

You should now be connected 

to the selected SAP system.

Click Create Script to begin 

building the query in the 

Workspace.



Creating a Query Script

Workspace Overview
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New tables are added to 

the Workspace from the 

side panel.

The main Workspace window will display the 

SAP tables you have added to your query.

Table joins and the fields you have selected as 

output fields or as search criteria fields, will be 

listed here. 



Creating a Query Script

Finding the Correct SAP Table

 In SAP GUI: 

 Select the field in SAP

 Press (Performance Assistant)

 Press (Technical Information)

 Existing Winshuttle Transaction 

recording or Query recording

 SAP Community Network 

https://scn.sap.com/
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Creating a Query Script

Adding Tables to the Query
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To add the table to your query, use 

the Quick Add feature. 

Simply enter the table name and press 

the Add to Workspace button.



Creating a Query Script

Adding Tables to the Query
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Alternatively, use the search feature to locate the 

table using various search terms. This is useful if 

you do not know the exact name of the table.

For instance, here we are searching for a table 

where the Table Description contains the 

keyword ”Material”.

After searching, locate the table you would like to 

add in the Search Results and press the 

Add Table to Workspace button.



Creating a Query Script

Adding Tables to the Query
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The Data Dictionary can also be used to add tables 

to the query.  Tables are grouped by module and 

transaction code to make browsing easier.

Use the Synchronize context-menu option to 

retrieve table descriptions for the selected group. 

Note that this can take a while depending on the 

amount of tables being synchronized.



Creating a Query Script

Adding Multiple Tables
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Repeat the previous steps to add additional 

tables to your query.

Query will join the tables automatically 

where applicable.



Creating a Query Script

Adding Multiple Tables
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Joins can be modified by right-clicking the 

join. In some cases, Query automatically adds 

multiple joins between the tables, in which 

case it is recommended to manually remove 

the unnecessary ones.



Creating a Query Script

Selecting Query Fields
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Using the checkboxes, select the fields that 

you would like to read from SAP (Output) 

and the fields that you would like to use as 

search filters (Criteria).

The selection is not mutually exclusive, so an 

output field can also be used as search 

criteria.



Creating a Query Script

Selecting Query Fields
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Right-clicking on a table title allows you to 

sort the fields by name, description or output 

status in either ascending or descending 

order. Each table is also searchable using the 

Find Fields textbox

The Inspect Table feature can be used to get a 

more detailed view of the table. 

These features can be helpful when trying to 

locate specific fields in very large tables.



Creating a Query Script

Configuring Query Criteria
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Since we selected the 

Material Number and 

Language Key as the 

criteria fields, those two 

fields show up here.

Once the fields have been selected, open the Criteria tab 

to configure how the Criteria fields are used in the query.



Creating a Query Script

Configuring Query Criteria
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Various logical operators can be used to specify how 

each Criteria field is used in the query.

For example, these can be used to search for records 

that are in a certain range, equal to, smaller or larger 

than a certain value, or records that contain a certain 

text string.

The Like operator accepts wildcards, such as asterisks 

and question marks. 

The In operator will be covered in detail in the 

Additional Features section.



Creating a Query Script

Configuring Query Criteria
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Multiple conditions can be added for each 

criteria field using the Add Condition button. 

The additional conditions can be configured to 

be inclusive (And) or exclusive (Or).



Creating a Query Script

Configuring Query Criteria
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Here we have configured the search to return all materials, where the material 

number is between ADS0000 and ADS9999 and where the language key for the 

material description is EN. Both criteria have been marked as user configurable, so 

the users have the option of adjusting these values when running the query.

The search conditions can be set as user 

definable or as fixed values. 

Alternatively the values can be read from 

an Excel file.



Creating a Query Script

Configuring Query Criteria
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... and lets the users pick a value 

from a SAP style pop-up list, 

when running they query.

The SAP lookup feature enables users 

to check which values are allowed for 

that field in SAP...



Creating a Query Script

Previewing Query Results
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Once the criteria have 

been configured, use the 

Preview Run button to 

test your query.

This will display sample query results in the Data Preview

window. The preview is limited to max 100 records.



Creating a Query Script

Mapping the Query
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To build an Excel data template for the query, open the Mapper tab and drag and 

drop the query fields to the blank Excel template in the Data Set window. Go 

through all the output fields one by one, mapping each one to a unique Excel cell.

Or use the drop-down 

menu to select an Excel 

column.



Creating a Query Script

Mapping the Query
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Once completed, the 

Mapper view and the 

Excel template should 

look something like this.



Creating a Query Script

Running the Query
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Before running the query, use the Run Settings to specify, the Excel sheet and start 

row, as well as the number of records to be extracted.

These values can be 

locked to prevent the 

Runner users from 

changing them. 

Click the small lock 

icon to toggle the lock 

on or off.



Creating a Query Script

Running the Query
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The Write Records feature can be used to control whether the query should 

overwrite any existing data in the Excel file or append the new results to the end of 

the file.

Use the Number of 

Entries button to get 

the number of records 

that will be extracted 

when the query is run.



Creating a Query Script

Running the Query
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Press the Run button to run the query and extract all matching records from SAP. 

Alternatively you can extract only the first 50 records, if you want to quickly test your 

query without needing to modify the the Run Settings.



Creating a Query Script

Running the Query
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Enter your SAP logon 

credentials and click OK 

to continue.



Creating a Query Script

Running the Query
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By default, the query criteria fields are user adjustable at runtime. This means each 

user can modify the search conditions before executing the query.

Since we added default values when we configured the above criteria, we 

can simply click OK to run the query with the predefined search conditions.



Creating a Query Script

Running the Query
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A completed run showing the query results and log.



Additional Features
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Additional Features

Using the List Builder
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With the In operator,  you can specify a list of values for the criteria field, using the 

List Builder. Query will check the values and only return matching records.

Each In operator may contain no more 

than 1000 values.

A query line cannot exceed 65,536 

characters.



Additional Features

Using the List Builder
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A basic Static Value List allows you 

to manually - or by importing - create 

a static list of values. 

The query results will then be limited 

to just the records listed here.

If changes are needed, the list will need 

to be manually updated in Winshuttle 

Query.



Additional Features

Using the List Builder
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A Dynamic Lookup List, allows you 

to read the values from an Excel or 

text file. 

The Excel file can be your current data 

file or another separate spreadsheet.



Additional Features

Using the List Builder
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For example, to configure the 

current dataset file to be used 

as the source for the 

Dynamic Lookup List, you 

need to specify the range i.e. 

the Excel column and rows, 

where the values will be read 

from.

Here we have configured the 

material numbers to be read 

from Excel column A, starting 

from row 2.



Additional Features

Linking Queries

 Multiple queries can be linked together to form chains of 

Query scripts

 Linked queries are processed automatically in sequence

 1st query reads data to Excel  2nd query automatically 

uses this data as input using the In operator

 Linking multiple queries can be more efficient than using 

a single multi-table query in very complex scenarios
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Additional Features

Linking Queries
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When linking scripts together, you will first 

need to create and test each script 

individually.

Open the first script and click the Chain 

Scripts button on the Run page.  

Use the Add button to add the next script 

to the chain. Repeat this for each subsequent 

script that you would like to link.

Linked scripts will be automatically processed 

in the order in which they appear here. 

The arrow buttons can be used change the 

order of the individual scripts in the chain.  



Additional Features

Linking Queries
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Using the Run Settings feature, you can 

configure whether each script in the 

chain should have individual run settings 

or if these should all be inherited from 

the first script.

The Chain Run Settings for each script 

can be modified by pressing the 

Options button, if the subsequent 

linked scripts use a different Excel sheet 

or start row for instance.

Each linked script can have unique Run 

Settings.



Publishing the Query Script
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Publishing the Query

Why Publish Query Scripts?

 Using the publish wizard will embed the Query script 

into the selected Excel data file

 Simplifies distribution - Runner users only need the 

published Excel file

 Runner users can run queries directly from Excel, using 

the Winshuttle Query add-in

 A single Excel file can contain multiple Query scripts’

Note:  The example shown here is from a Winshuttle Connect environment.  When 

using Winshuttle Central, the publishing process is slightly different.
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Publishing the Query

Publishing the Query
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To embed the finalized Query script to an Excel file, use the Publish wizard.



Publishing the Query

Publishing the Query
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Before publishing, you can lock the Run 

Settings, to prevent the Runner users from 

adjusting these settings.

Additionally you can enable the Require Run 

Reason to force the Runner user to fill in a 

short description of the purpose of the 

query run.



Publishing the Query

Using the Publish Wizard
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Check the Query script name and 

target Excel file and modify if needed. 

The published Query script can be 

locked to a specific Excel Sheet if 

needed.



Publishing the Query

Using the Excel Add-In
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Once published, the Runner users can run the queries directly 

from Excel, using the Winshuttle Run add-in. 



Publishing the Query

Round-Trip Processes
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Multiple Query scripts can be published into the 

same Excel file. 

For round-trip processes,  such as mass data 

maintenance, you can publish data upload scripts 

created with Winshuttle Transaction to the 

same Excel file!

A single Excel file can thus contain any number of 

Transaction and Query scripts. The embedded 

scripts can be individual scripts or longer script 

chains.

The scripts will be listed in a drop-down menu in 

the Excel add-in, so all the Runner user needs to 

do is select a script and press run.
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